07:19  TRESPASSING
Occurred at Alvarado Medical Center Bldg 8 on Alvarado Ct., San Diego. WMA TALL GRY SHOULDER LENGTH SHAGGY HAIR, BLU WINDBREAK JEANS. CARRYING PEN AND PAPER. GOING IN AND OUT OF BLDGS. CURRENTLY IN THE 1ST FLR UNISEX RESTROOM. NON STUDENT FEERICK, FUGEWE WAS ARRESTED AND TRANSPORTED TO COUNTY JAIL FOR AN OUTSTANDING FELONY WARRANT. Disposition: ARREST.

07:23  SUSPICIOUS PERSON
Occurred at Speech Language And Hearing Sciences on Campanile Dr., San Diego. TRANSIENT ASLEEP ON BENCH ON CAMPANILE-SIDE PATIO. Disposition: ADVISED.

08:20  TRESPASSING
Occurred at Speech Language And Hearing Sciences on Campanile Dr., San Diego. TRANSIENT SLEEPING IN GRASS AT LP/CAMP. WMA MULTICOLORED HOODIE AND JEANS. Disposition: UNABLE TO LOCATE.

08:49  ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM ALARM
Occurred at Aztec Aquaplex on Remington Rd., San Diego. POOL WEST GATE INTRUSION. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

09:02  AREA/BUILDING CHECK
Officer initiated activity at Parking 4, East Campus Dr, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

09:12  DISTURBING THE PEACE

09:15  TRESPASSING
Occurred at Manchester Hall on Campanile Dr., San Diego. STUDENT REFUSING TO LEAVE UNTIL HE MEETS W/PROVOST. NO 415 AT THIS TIME. Disposition: CANCELLED.

09:26  DISTURBING THE PEACE
Occurred at American Language Institute on Campanile Dr., San Diego. SITTING ON BENCH YELLING AT PEOPLE. WMA 50YO MED HEIGHT/AVG BLD, LONG GRY HAIR, PURPLE SHIRT, PURPLE PANTS, BASKET. Disposition: ADVISED.

09:42  VANDALISM
Officer initiated activity at Delta Upsilon Fraternity, Hardy Av, San Diego. Disposition: REPORT TAKEN.

09:48  SUSPICIOUS PERSON
Occurred at Women's Resource Center on Campanile Dr., San Diego. UNKN RACE MALE. TALL/MED BLD. FULL BEARD. DRESSED IN FULL CAMO INCLUDING HAT AND GOGGLES. CARRYING RED SLEEPING BAG. SUBJ LAID OUT SLEEPING BAG NEXT TO ELECTRICAL BOX. IS WALKING ACROSS PRKG LOT TWRDS MCDONALDS. Disposition: FIELD INTERVIEW.

09:56  FIRE ALARM
Occurred at Villa Alvarado Residence Hall on Alvarado Rd., San Diego. RA ADVISING BURNED FOOD. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

10:03  SMOKE-FREE POLICY: DOCUMENTATION ONLY
Occurred at Parking 6 on Hardy Av., San Diego. ALL STUDENTS SMOKING ON TOP LEVEL AND AT FOOTBRIDGE. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

10:42  AREA/BUILDING CHECK
Officer initiated activity at Conrad Prebys Aztec Student Union, Aztec Circle Dr, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

11:19  AREA/BUILDING CHECK
Officer initiated activity at Parking 1, College Av, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.
11:21 VEHICLE CHECK
Officer initiated activity at Hardy Av, San Diego. Disposition: CITATION ISSUED.

11:29 AREA/BUILDING CHECK
Officer initiated activity at Parking 17, Alvarado Rd, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

11:44 FOOT PATROL
Officer initiated activity at Conrad Prebys Aztec Student Union, Aztec Circle Dr, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

12:07 FOOT PATROL
Officer initiated activity at Campanile Mall, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

12:15 ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM ALARM
Occurred at North Ave on Avenue Of Arts, San Diego. COMP LAB INTRUSION AND MOTION. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

12:31 LOST PROPERTY
Occurred at Student Services East on Aztec Circle Dr, San Diego. 5 LAPTOPS MISSING AFTER OFFICE WAS MOVED TO A NEW LOCATION. Disposition: REPORT TAKEN.

12:35 PETTY THEFT
Occurred at Chapultepec Residence Hall on Remington Rd, San Diego. RED AND BLACK SPECIALIZED 5SPD MT BIKE. Disposition: REPORT TAKEN.

12:49 PETTY THEFT
Occurred at Zura Residence Hall on Montezuma Rd, San Diego. BLUE/WHITE NOVARA STRADA MENS 2SPD. Disposition: REPORT TAKEN.

13:21 DISTURBING THE PEACE
Occurred at Music on Campanile Dr, San Diego. RP ADVISING THAT THE SUBJECTS ON THE FIELD ARE BEING LOUD, UNABLE TO TEACH CLASS. Disposition: ADVISED.

14:18 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY
Occurred at University Police on 55th St, San Diego. LASO Assist. Disposition: REPORT TAKEN.

15:06 AREA/BUILDING CHECK
Officer initiated activity at Parking 15, Canyon Crest Dr, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

15:06 DISTURBING THE PEACE
Occurred at Education And Business Administration on Aztec Circle Dr, San Diego. MALE SUBJ YELLING AT PEOPLE AND MAKING SEXUAL COMMENTS TWRDS WOMEN PASSING BY. WMA IN HIS 60'S MED BUILD, 5'5, LONG GRY HAIR, BLK BBHAT GRN TSHT. NWS. POSS 647F. NON STUDENT FORMOSA, DAVID WAS ARRESTED, CITED AND RELEASED FOR HAVING AN OPEN CONTAINER OF ALCOHOL IN PUBLIC. NON-STUDENT FORMOSA, DAVID. Disposition: CITATION ISSUED.

15:44 AREA/BUILDING CHECK
Officer initiated activity at Parking 7, 55th St, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

15:45 FLAG DOWN
Officer initiated activity at Mt's Transit Center, Campanile Dr, San Diego. Disposition: ASSISTED.

15:49 AREA/BUILDING CHECK
Officer initiated activity at Campus Core, Campanile Dr, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

15:53 AREA/BUILDING CHECK
Officer initiated activity at Nasir Hall, Scripps Terrace, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

16:45 DISTURBING THE PEACE
Occurred at Malcolm A Love Library on Campanile Dr, San Diego. SUBJ FORMOSA IS NOW AT THE FARMERS MARKET YELLING AND CARRYING BEER. NON STUDENT FORMOSA, DAVID WAS ARRESTED AND TRANSPORTED TO COUNTY JAIL FOR PUBLIC INTOXICATION. Disposition: ARREST.

16:45 ALVARADO MEDICAL CENTER SECURITY DETAIL
Occurred at Alvarado Medical Center on Alvarado Ct, San Diego. AMC DETAIL. Disposition: CHECKS OK.
17:05 ELEVATOR DURESS/ENTRAPMENT
Occurred at Mt's Transit Center on Campanile Dr., San Diego. 10 PEOPLE INSIDE ELEVATOR
Service Class: BUSN. Disposition: INFORMATION ONLY.

17:36 ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM ALARM
Occurred at Malcolm A Love Library on Campanile Dr., San Diego. MARSH RM MOTION ACTIVATION.
Disposition: INFORMATION ONLY.

18:16 ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM ALARM
Occurred at Facility Services on Aztec Circle Dr., San Diego. PLUMB SHOP DOOR OPEN TOO LONG.
Disposition: INFORMATION ONLY.

18:31 ELEVATOR DURESS/ENTRAPMENT
Occurred at South Campus Plaza Garage on Lindo Paseo Av., San Diego. Service Class: PBXb
NOTHING HEARD. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

18:40 ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM ALARM
Occurred at Facility Services on Aztec Circle Dr., San Diego. PLUMB SHOP DOOR OPEN TOO LONG.
Disposition: INFORMATION ONLY.

18:48 HIT AND RUN TRAFFIC COLLISION NON-INJURY
Occurred at Parking 2 on Zuma Wy., San Diego. REPORTING AN ACCIDENT THAT OCCURRED ABOUT 30
MIN AGO. BOTH PARTIES STOPPED BUT THE AT FAULT PARTY REFUSED TO EXCHANGE
INFORMATION AND LEFT. Disposition: REPORT TAKEN.

19:09 TRAFFIC STOP
Officer initiated activity at Parking 7, 55TH St, San Diego. Disposition: ADVISED.

19:17 LOST VEHICLE
Officer initiated activity at Parking 7, 55TH St, San Diego. Disposition: CITATION ISSUED.

19:40 TRESPASSING
Occurred on Hardy Av, San Diego. SOUTH SIDE. 3 SUBJECTS JUMPED THE FENCE INTO THE
CONSTRUCTION SITE. <RIGHT ACCROSS FROM A FRAT HOUSE>
1. WMA, MID 20'S, MED BUILD, 5'7, BLONDE HAIR, LIGHT BLUE SHIRT AND SHORTS, NO WEAPONS
SEEN. HE WAS ACCOMPANIED BY 2 OTHER WMA'S NFD. Disposition: UNABLE TO LOCATE.

19:58 AREA/BUILDING CHECK
Officer initiated activity at Calpulll Center, Hardy Av, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

20:12 AREA/BUILDING CHECK
Officer initiated activity at Ens 700, Aztec Walk, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

20:37 MEDICAL AID
Occurred at University Towers Residence Hall on Montezuma Rd., San Diego. @ 1ST FL GROUP STUDY
ROOM. 18 Y/O FEMALE DROPPED GLASS BOTTLE ON HER LEFT FOOD AND NOW HAS GLASS
SHARDS ON THE TOP. ASKING FOR MEDICS TO EVAL. SUBJECT IS C/B.
SDSU STUDENT WAS EVALUATED BY PARAMEDICS, BUT WAS NOT TRANSPORTED TO THE
HOSPITAL. Disposition: REPORT TAKEN.

21:08 AREA/BUILDING CHECK
Officer initiated activity at South Campus Plaza Alley, Montezuma Pl, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

21:33 DRUG ACTIVITY
Occurred at South Campus Plaza South on College Av., San Diego. ODOR OF MARIJUANA COMING FROM
DORM. Disposition: REPORT TAKEN.

21:36 ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM ALARM
Occurred at Fowler Athletic Center on 55TH St., San Diego. DOOR INTRUSION ACTIVATION IN THE AREA.
Disposition: CHECKS OK.

21:45 TRAFFIC STOP
Officer initiated activity at Montezuma Rd, San Diego. NORTH ALLEY. Disposition: ADVISED.
22:02 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY 1709140090
Occurred on College Av, San Diego. 2 MALES 5'10 TO 6, MED BUILD, WEARING TRANSFORMER MASKS WALKING N/B ON COLLEGE FROM COLLEGE CI. 1 WEARING ALL BLUE CLOTHES AND A BLUE MASK. OTHER WEARING ALL BLACK WITH BLACK MASK. BOTH WEARING BLACK BACKPACKS. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

22:20 ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM ALARM 1709140092
Occurred at Storm Hall on Scripps Terrace. San Diego. NORTH DOOR FORCED OPEN. Disposition: INFORMATION ONLY.

22:26 AREA/BUILDING CHECK 1709140094
Officer initiated activity at Speech Language And Hearing Scie, Campanile Dr, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

22:37 TRESPASSING 1709140095
Occurred at Physical Sciences on Campanile Dr., San Diego. MALE SLEEPING INSIDE 1ST FLOOR. BMA, 25, 5'7, 150, WRG WHT SHIRT, BLK PANTS, BLK BACKPACK. NO WPNS SEEN, UNK 647F. NON-SDSU STUDENT BROWN, ANDRE WAS ARRESTED, TRANSPORTED TO CJ AND RELEASED FOR VIOLATION OF THE SDSU GROUNDS POLICY. Disposition: ARREST.

22:57 AREA/BUILDING CHECK 1709140097
Officer initiated activity at Parking 17B, Alvarado Rd, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

23:08 TRAFFIC STOP 1709140099
Officer initiated activity at 55TH St, San Diego. Disposition: ADVISED.

23:14 AREA/BUILDING CHECK 1709140100
Officer initiated activity at Calpulli Garage, Hardy Av, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

23:19 AREA/BUILDING CHECK 1709140101
Officer initiated activity at Cuicacalli Walk, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

23:26 PETTY THEFT 1709140102
Occurred at Ms Transit Center on Campanile Dr., San Diego. TROLLEY SEC OUT WITH FEM ADVISING SHE HAD SOMETHING STOLEN. DISP DOES NOT KNOW WHAT OR WHEN. Disposition: CANCELLED.

23:38 DOOR LOCK 1709140103
Occurred at North Art on Avenue Of Arts., San Diego. FACULTY REQUESTING SDSU PD CHECK IF DOORS TO HER LAB ARE LOCKED. Disposition: ASSISTED.

23:41 OPEN/UNSECURED DOOR 1709140104
Occurred at Scripps Cottage on Scripps Terrace., San Diego. Disposition: ASSISTED.

00:02 ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM ALARM 1709150001
Occurred at Malcolm A Love Library on Campanile Dr., San Diego. SCC ELEVATOR CORE NE INPUT ABNORMAL ALARM ACTIVATION. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

00:13 FOOT PATROL 1709150002
Officer initiated activity at Hepner Hall, Campanile Dr, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

00:15 AREA/BUILDING CHECK 1709150003
Officer initiated activity at Hepner Hall, Campanile Dr, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.

01:06 MEDICAL AID 1709150006
Occurred at Tepeyac Residence Hall on East Campus Dr., San Diego. 18 Y/O INTOXICATED FEMALE, POSS ALCOHOL. P.C/B Cellular E911 Call: Lat:32.774438 Lon:-117.06999 Service Class: W911. Disposition: REPORT TAKEN.

02:44 AREA/BUILDING CHECK 1709150008
Officer initiated activity at Adobe Falls (The Waterfall Hike), Mill Peak Rd, San Diego. Disposition: CHECKS OK.
03:09 TRESPASSING
Occurred at Student Services East on Aztec Circle Dr., San Diego. 2 MALES SLEEPING 2ND FLOOR NEAR ELEVATOR.
BMAS 30S TALL, MED, #1 WRG RED SHIRT, BLU JEANS, #2 WRG DK SHIRT, BLU JEANS. ALSO REPORTING AN UNK RACE FEM SLEEPING NEAR BCB IN THE AREA WRG BLU JACKET, GRY PANTS, GRY BACKPACK, NFD.
NON-SDSU STUDENT PICKETT, CEDRIC AND NON-SDSU STUDENT COLLINS, JOAQUIN WERE ARRESTED, TRANSPORTED TO CJ AND RELEASED FOR VIOLATION OF THE SDSU GROUNDS POLICY.
Disposition: ARREST.

03:32 ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM ALARM
Occurred at Storm Hall on Scripps Terrace., San Diego. IDF DOOR FORCED OPEN.
Disposition: INFORMATION ONLY.

03:35 AREA/BUILDING CHECK
Officer initiated activity at Parking 3, East Campus Dr, San Diego.
Disposition: CHECKS OK.

04:28 AREA/BUILDING CHECK
Officer initiated activity at Dede Alpert Ctr For Community En, El Cajon Bl, San Diego.
Disposition: CHECKS OK.

05:17 AREA/BUILDING CHECK
Officer initiated activity at Chapultepec Residence Hall, Remington Rd, San Diego.
Disposition: CHECKS OK.

05:48 ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM ALARM
Occurred at Manchester Hall on Campanile Dr., San Diego. ALL PUBLIC ENTRANCE DOME DOORS, DOOR FORCED OPEN.
Disposition: CHECKS OK.

06:10 SUSPICIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES
Occurred at Malcolm A Love Library on Campanile Dr., San Diego. TRANSIENT COUPLE PULLING TRASH OUT OF DUMPSTERS, YELLING AT DUMP TRUCK DRIVER, SOUTH SIDE OF LIBRARY AT LOADING DOCK. BMA 50S 510/THIN LIGHT HAT BURGUNDY SHIRT JEANS 4 OR 5 BAGS OR RECYCLING. BFA 50S 510/HEAVY SET NEON GRN HOODIE DARK SWEATPANTS.
Disposition: CHECKS OK.